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Introduction
Holiday Beach Migration Observatory conducted its 45th annual raptor count at Holiday Beach Conservation Area just east of
Amherstburg, Ontario, Canada. The Count dates were September 1, 2018 through November 30, 2018. No coverage was available
from September 08 through September 15 because of employment difficulties.
A total of 538 hours counting from the tower provided the opportunity to observe 58,288 individual raptors (including 40,126 Turkey
Vultures) of 15 species. Turkey Vultures comprised 68.84% of the total yearly count and the Broad-winged Hawk numbers, 7,325
(12.57%) were exceedingly below the 40-year average of 38.30% and the 10-year average of 24.47% for that species. This report
contains an overview of the 2018 fall season with some recalls and crucial instants of each raptor species, a quick synopsis of nonraptor migration, and comparison of annual count averages and comparison of annual count composition.

Site Location
The Essex County, Ontario point count is conducted from a 40-foot “hawk tower” donated by Detroit Edison Company of Michigan in
1988. The tower is located within the Holiday Beach Conservation Area (HBCA) managed by the Essex Region Conservation
Authority (ERCA). The tower sits just north of Lake Erie shore and along the eastern edge of Big Creek Marsh, that extends for
several kilometers west along the shore of Lake Erie and the Detroit River is just over six kilometers west of the count site. This
region is internationally recognized because, in 2000, Bird Studies Canada designated portions of HBCA and Big Creek Marsh as an
Important Bird Area (IBA) and it is now a part of BirdLife International’s global network of IBA sites. (Chartier and Stimac, 2002),
Southwestern Ontario is made up of flat agricultural land spread out in all directions with a few scattered wooded areas. The southern
boundary is Lake Erie and the western boundary is the Detroit River. These two geographic features form a funnel that guides
northern Ontario migrants to concentrate between these features and mostly pass near and through the conservation area on their
journey southward across the river. (See Chartier and Stimac 2002 for more detailed information.) Raptors need rising air or ‘lift’ to
move forward in flight. Land surfaces reflect and generate heat that results in producing this ‘lift’ whereas lake and river water don’t
generate sufficient heat and therefore little to not lift results. Consequently, raptors generally avoid crossing large bodies of water
directly. Those raptors like falcons and eagles generally flap fast enough to not need as much lift as other species and therefore may
travel over vast portions of open water. Northern Harriers and Rough-legged Hawks may also use over water area to migrate. (Chartier
and Stimac, 2002),

History of the Count
Counting and studying the hawk migration through Essex County has been done since the early 1950s when members of the Detroit
Audubon Society and the Oakland Audubon Society would have birding outings during Septembers to visit the town of Malden
Centre (directly north of the current count site) and count migrating Broad-winged Hawks on weekends. A more formal count was
started in 1977 in Malden Centre area and then moved to the general current location, but conducted from the ground, within the
current conservation area (formally a Provincial Park). In 1988, a 40-foot observation tower was donated to HBMO by the Detroit
Edison Company. ERCA dismantled it at its location in eastern Michigan, transported and reassembled it on its current location
several yards to the west of the former ground-based count site. This upper vantage point has given the counters a better view of the
migration since it is above or equal to the height of the trees to the east of the count site.
Volunteer counters were the life-blood of the seasonal count. Individuals adopted a specific day of the week that fit their other life
schedule. In 2008 volunteer numbers began to declined due to age, eye sight, life style changes, and loss of counters. It was decided to
hire the first full-time (5 days/week) counter. Volunteers were able to stand-in most of the weekend days or the main counter was
hired to fill some gaps. This practice has been in place since 2009 with seven different individuals covering the past ten fall seasons.
We have been fortunate to have had these seven primary counters that have either brought with them great observation skills or have
developed the same while being on the tower on a daily basis. Some have continued with graduate studies in ornithology or
ecofriendly topics of study and have acquired employment in related fields. HBMO is grateful for their aforementioned help and we
take pride in our fostering the opportunity to further their growth as biologists and “raptor” ambassadors. (Bosler, 2009), (Jenniskens,
2016), (Jenniskens, 2017), (Kolbe, 2011), (McDermott, 2014), (McDermott, 2015), (Pawlicki, 2010), (Pepper, 2012), (Pepper, 2013),

Methods
The official counter typically conducted the HBMO count on weekdays and various HBMO members conducted the count on
weekends. At least one person was present on the top level of the hawk tower at, or shortly after, sunrise for an average of eight hours
per day from September 1 to November 30, 2018 a potential 91 days of migration count. This year 78 days of the count were
conducted since we had more than usual ’lost’ count days due to employment difficulties and “weather” events. Missed days included
September 9 -14, October 6, 8, 27, November 1, 18, and 24.
Count hours were lengthened or shortened according to flight activity and weather conditions. During periods of rain the counter
retreated to the second level of the tower, and the count was cut short or interrupted in the case of thunderstorms or other dangerous
weather conditions.
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An hourly data sheet was used for each count hour (see Appendix). The weather data side was completed at the beginning of each
hour. Weather data was collected using a handheld Kestrel Weather Meter, and included measurements of wind speed, temperature,
barometric pressure, and humidity. The observer calculated the wind direction, visibility distance, cloud cover, precipitation, flight
direction, and height of flight. The other side of the data sheet was filled in continuously during the hour to tally each raptor seen
migrating. Each raptor species listed had its own specific data boxes for age, sex, color morph specifics that was record when possible.
Tally marks,
, or circled numbers,
, are the preferred method of recording all sightings. When counting “streaming” birds
leaving a “kettle” a hand-held tally clicker was used. The method of counting then becomes, “counting three groups of three birds
each using eyes through binoculars, followed with a ‘click’ on the tally.” This continues with visual count followed with one click
until all birds in the stream are counted. The clicker number is multiplied by 10 indicating the total number of birds in the stream.
As time permitted, a second daily data sheet containing a tally of all non-raptor species (see Appendix) was used to record birds seen
through the day migrating and within the marsh area was completed. In the evening the non-raptor numbers are entered into eBird.ca
within the specific HBMO site.
The raptor data from each day was entered into the Hawk Migration Association of North America’s (HMANA) electronic database,
HawkCount.org. The raptor data is routinely entered into eBird.ca through HawkCount.org automatically from the daily input. This
season’s and past seasons’ hawk data (1977-present) can be accessed in HawkCount.org or via the HBMO website, hbmo.ca, under
“Raptor Counts”.

Weather Summary and Notes
The 2018 season was an autumn of extremes. Temperature summary are as follows:
September
October
November
Average 19.82°C (67.7°F)
Average 12.69°C (54.8°F)
Average 8.18°C (46.7°F)
Maximum 31°C
(87.8°F) 5-Sep
Maximum 33.3°C (91.9°F)
9-Oct
Maximum 12.9°C (55.2°F) 5-Nov
Minimum 10.1°C (50.2°F) 30-Sep Minimum 3.3°C
(37.9°F)
25-Oct
Minimum -5.3°C (22.5°F) 22-Nov
There were days that were so calm, the water surface in the marsh looked like glass, and on a several occasions it was so windy that
you would need a tether to stay on top of the tower. Needless to say, the count was conducted on the second level when that happened.
November had 10 days with at least one hour’s temperature being 0°C or lower. The water surfaces of Big Creek Marsh might have a
‘skin’ of ice on it and rarely was more than a half an inch thick. Lake Erie never was frozen. While the count is going on it always
feels like we are being cheated out of North winds, but this season was fairly typical with 24.92% of count hours having a North
component (NW to NE inclusive). Rarely was there an east wind.

Comparison of Annual Count Composition
The composition of the seasonal total count has some interesting findings. In Table 4 below the birds are grouped according to the past
10-year average percentage composition, the past 20-year average, the past 30-year average, and the past 40-year average. The 2018
season composition is listed in the first column. The ranking number is located on the left. Those ranked from 1 through 8 seem to be
stable, relative to the others, in their overall migrant population status. Those ranked 9 through 14 seem to be less stable, relative to the
others, in their overall migrant population status. This distribution doesn’t indicate either an increase or a decrease in migrant
population numbers.
Most species maintained their ranking for the past 40 years. If
40-year percentage ranking is compared with the 10-year
percentage ranking, those species that have increased their rank
include the Turkey Vultures (TV), Red-shouldered Hawks
(RS), Bald Eagles (BE), Merlins (ML), Golden Eagles (GE),
and Peregrine Falcons (PG). Those that have decrease in rank
include the Broad-winged Hawks (BW), Northern Harriers
(NH), Rough-legged Hawks (RL), Osprey (OS). Maintaining
their rank include Sharp-shinned Hawks (SS), Red-tailed
Hawks (RT), American Kestrel (AK), Cooper’s Hawks (CH),
and Northern Goshawks, (NG). Swainson’s Hawks (SW) were
not included since they are rarely spotted.
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Comparison of Percent Change of Current Year with Past 10-Year, 20-Year, and 40-Year Averages

Table 1 A.-E. The first column gives the raptor species codes in sections A. – D. The current year’s totals for each species is given in
the second column of sections A. – C.
Section A. Illustrates the comparison of 2018 data with the 40-year average count data. The 40-year average is in column three and
the calculated percentage change is in column four.
Section B. Illustrates the comparison of 2018 data with the 20-year average count data. The 20-year average is in column three and
the calculated percentage change is in column four.
Section C. Illustrates the comparison of 2018 data with the 10-year average count data. The 10-year average is in column three and
the calculated percentage change is in column four.
Section D. Shows the calculated percent change for the three-year groupings in column two (40-year average), column three (20-year
average), and column four (10-year average).
Section E. Shows the proposed trend placement for each species base on the calculation summary in Section D.

Summary of Proposed Trend Determinations for Holiday Beach Migrant Raptor Populations
•

The Turkey Vulture displays a strong increasing trend.

•

The Bald Eagle shows a strong to moderate increasing trend.

•

The Golden Eagle, Merlin, and Peregrine Falcon each exhibit a moderate increasing trend.

•

The Osprey and Cooper’s Hawk each present a trend with no significant change.

•

The Red-shouldered Hawk, Broad-winged Hawk, Red-tailed Hawk, and Rough-legged Hawk each reveal a moderate decreasing
trend.

•

The Northern Harrier, Sharp-shinned Hawk, and Northern Goshawk all demonstrate a strong to moderate decreasing trend.

•

The American Kestrel illustrates a strong decreasing trend

Reference Elements
Table 2. Comparing 2018 data the 40-year average, 20-year
average, and 10-year average for each raptor species.
Table 3. 2018 Hawk Count Daily Totals.

Page 4.
Appendix.

Table 4. Yearly Total of Hawks counted at the Tower and nearby.

Appendix.

Daily data sheet for tally of non-raptor species.
Hourly data sheet for Weather and Count numbers.

Appendix.
Appendix.
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Raptor Species Accounts
Turkey Vulture (TV) (Cathartes aura) – 40,126
Turkey Vultures are not raptors but scavenger and are widespread ranging in the Americas. Their numbers have been increasing since
this count began in 1974. Several reasons are thought to contribute to their increase. These include increasing human settlements
further northward into Ontario creating communities with dump sites containing waste food products. Increased road construction has
been done because of the increased vehicles, which in turn creates increased traffic resulting in added mammal road kill. Wildlife
management practices have increased the deer population which influences a higher road kill and winter die-off resulting in increased
spring carrion food supply. There are abundant nesting sites for vultures, and lastly, there are few predators on vultures. A total of
40,126 Turkey Vultures were counted during the 2018 fall season but this was 29% fewer than last year, which was the all-time yearly
high count of 56,168 individuals.
The first day this species was sight happened to be September 1 with 261 individuals observed on this ‘opening day’ of the count. It is
possible the numbers observed here are too high since there are local birds that patrol the count area and are difficult for a beginning
observer at this count site to distinguish a resident from a migrant bird. It is assumed that some of the birds seen were migrants. This
early date is 8 days earlier than the first record in 2017. The highest count total for a single day this year was on October 14 where
3,366 individuals were observed migrating. The historical top three days of high-count totals are October 17, 2017 (9,647); October 4,
2010, (10,264); and October 9, 2005, (20,032).
Into November, the numbers began to diminish and the last sighting of vultures was on November 27 with four birds noted. On
October 12, a “leucistic” individual showing all white wings was observed and photographed flying directly over the tower
accompanied by a “stream” of other Turkey Vultures.
This season’s total for Turkey Vultures is 84% greater than the 40-year average, 21% greater than the 20-year average, and 2% fewer
than the 10-year average. Turkey Vultures have undergone a strong increase in the observed numbers of individuals.

Osprey (OS) (Pandion haliaetus) – 40
The Osprey is a large diurnal fish-eating bird of prey that nests north of the count site on a comminutions tower and there are several
known nesting pairs in the Amherstburg area. Care is taken to learn the local birds when they frequent the marsh. A total of 40 Osprey
were counted migrating this year, including a long staying non-local individual that finally departed on October 26 being also the last
Osprey of the season. This bird was observed from the tower for several weeks successfully foraging around the marsh. The first
sighting this season was a single bird on September 1. Daily high count of six individuals were recorded on September 7. This year’s
total was the fewest number of Osprey recorded at HBMO since 1975 and 37 fewer individuals than last year’s total. The 40 birds
counted this season is 60% below the 40-year average, 60% below the 20-year average, and 57% below the 10-year average.

Bald Eagle (BE) (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) – 195
September 1 had the first sighting of Bald Eagles with 11 individuals. (Perhaps residents were counted here in a similar way as Osprey
had been on opening day.) The last date of sighting this species was November 22 of a single individual. October 23 had a high count
of 26 individuals. On a few occasions, several Bald Eagles were observed taking various duck species and one American Coot from
the marsh and leaving the area to feed.
The continental population of Bald Eagles is still recovering from their low numbers after being severely affected in the mid-20th
century by use of the pesticide DDT and more recently by PCBs. The Bald Eagle is undergone a strong increase in the observed
migratory average percentage change in individuals. The 195 individuals this year is 105% higher than the 40-year average, 25%
higher than the 20-year average, and 13% lower than the 10-year average,

Northern Harrier (NH) (Circus cyaneus) – 500
Northern Harriers have a distinctive shape, plumage, and flight attitude. Harriers have long marrow dihedral wings and
proportionately longest tail of all North American raptors. Adult males have an abundance of white to gray body and wing coloration
and adult females have buffy with brown streaks on their sided. Immatures have a cinnamon to mahogany or rust coloring to the breast
and brownish wings. They all may rock unsteadily in flight over fields searching for food and have a loping wing beat when flapping.
They may glide skyward very high with wings tucked with 3 to 5 individuals trailing single-file but widely spaced.
A total of 500 Northern Harriers were observed migrating this year just 15 fewer than last year. September 1 was the first day to
observe harriers with three sighted. November 26 was the last observed date with only one bird spotted. September 7 had the highest
daily count of 36 individuals tallied. The a near-majority, 192, of the migrants passed the tower during the 16 days of October 12 and
27.
Harriers show strong decreases in average percentage change throughout all year groupings. This season total (500) is 38% lower than
the 40-year average, 34% fewer than the 20-year average, and 19% less than the 10-year average,
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Sharp-shinned Hawk (SS) (Accipiter striatus) – 5,670
The Sharp-shinned Hawk or “Sharpie” is the smallest accipiter in North America. It has been an abundant migrant through the
Western Basin of the Great Lakes and could be guaranteed to be observed every day during the fall migration. It has been the “bread
and butter” bird of migration with a maximum yearly count of 18,175 in 1987 and a minimum yearly count of 3,456 in 2008.
Between the second half of September and through October Sharpies were the most abundant daily species observed with the highest
daily total of 367 on October 13 and 368 on October 22. This year 5,670 individuals were tallied, which was 293 more birds than
2017. Sharp-shinned Hawks show a strong decrease in percentage change in all three average classes with 51% below 40-year
average, 38% below the 20-year average, and 26% below the 10-year average. One important contributing factor in the reduction of
the population of Sharpies is the substantial decline in their prey species, the small woodland songbirds; thrushes, warblers, and
vireos.

Cooper’s Hawk (CH) (Accipiter cooperii) – 212
The Cooper’s Hawk is the similar but larger version and less common cousin of the Sharp-shinned Hawk. The 212 Cooper’s Hawks
that were tallied migrating past the tower is the fifth lowest seasonal total since 1974. The first individual sighted was a single bird on
September 6 and the last recorded a single bird on November 30. The highest daily total of 18 individuals logged on October 13.
When studying the number of birds per hour observed for all years, 2018 is the third lowest with 0.394 birds per hour. Second lowest
was 2015 with 0.297 birds per hour and the lowest was 1975 with 0.190 birds per hour. The average was calculated at 0.861 birds per
hour and the highest at 1.564 birds per hour in 1991.
There is a significant decrease in the percent change from average throughout all average groups with a substantial decline over time
in Cooper’s Hawks. The total of 212 birds is 64% lower than the 40-year average, 61% lower than the and 20-year average, 61%
lower than the 10-year average.

Northern Goshawk (NG) (Accipiter gentilis) – 4
The Northern Goshawk is the largest North American accipiter and is also the least common to observe in migration. A total of four
Northern Goshawks were observed this season from the tower, including a high of two observed on October 26. All four were
immature birds viewed at eye-level from the tower. The first was sighted on October 21 and the last on November 14. The remaining
two birds were sighted on October 26. The total of 4 individuals is tied with those tallied in 2015 as the second lowest recorded. The
lowest yearly total was zero (0) birds in 1974 with the highest yearly total of 77 birds was recorded in 1991.
The 2018 total is 85% lower than the 40-year average, 81% lower than the 20-year average, and 60% lower that the 10-year average.
This is a strong decrease in percent change throughout all classes and is a substantial decline in the migratory population passing by
the tower.

Red-shouldered Hawk (RS) (Buteo lineatus) – 367
Red-shouldered Hawks are a medium sized raptor that will return to the same nesting territory year after year. 367 Red-shouldered
Hawks were observed this season represents 58% fewer than last year and the fourth lowest number since the count began in 1974.
The highest count for a single day was 80 individuals on October 26. Red-shouldered Hawk numbers were observed in their greatest
concentrations between the third week in October and the third week in November. The total (367) for this year is 53% lower than the
40-year average, 38% lower than the 20-year average, and 40% less than the 10-year average.

Swainson’s Hawk (SW) (Buteo swainsoni) – 2
Swainson’s Hawks are an uncommon migrant at Holiday Beach. A single bird was observed on November 8 and a second one on
November 17. Both individuals flew directly over the tower and were photographed. These were the 36th and 37th individuals
recorded since 1974 and seasonally the latest ever observed. Comparing averages between years is of no value since so few birds are
counted each year.

Broad-winged Hawk (BW) (Buteo platypterus) – 7,325
One of the greatest spectacles of fall migration at the tower is the chance to witness thousands of Broad-winged Hawks circling in
“kettles” in migration. The largest single day count was 4,330 on September 22. This day coincided with one of the Hawk Festivals
held each fall and many attendees had the chance to observe this migration event. This year’s totals were not like previous years and it
is suspected that the reason is the direction and speed of the prevailing wind for several days during the Broad-winged Hawk
migration. Moderate to strong north component winds favor ideal migration of this species since they are forced to remain over land
and not pass over Lake Erie to Ohio. They move westward and island hope on thermals passing over the Detroit River into Michigan
at the Lake Erie Metropark and counted by the Detroit River Hawk Watch group. In 1999 the Broad-wing migration was noted to be at
a high altitude over the tower with distance kettles uncountable. Birds were observed, in a record number (500,000), passing over
Point Mouillee State Game Area in Michigan 12.87 km (8.00 mi) to the southwest. They were able to make this distance over water as
they cut the corner of the lake and the mouth of the Detroit river because they had begun their passage at a high altitude and could
glide very high over the water where thermals didn’t exist. Strong southerly wind flow tends to hone the leading line of Broad0winged
Hawk migration north of the tower site five or more kilometers. When this happens the daily count total is drastically reduced as
indicated by this year’s total.
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Eleven Broad-winged Hawks were first observed on September 1 and a very late migrant was observed on October 30. The 2018 total
(7,325) is 64% lower that the 10-year average, 67% lower than the 20-year average, and 78% lower than the 40-year average. This is a
moderate decrease in percent change throughout all classes and is an important decline in the migratory population passing by the
tower.

Red-tailed Hawk (RT) (Buteo jamaicensis) – 2,183
The Red-tailed Hawk is the most common broad winged type hawk or buteo found in North America. 2,183 individuals were observed
this season, a 42% decline from the previous year and the lowest total since 1975. The most Red-tail Hawks were seen migrating from
October 23-26 with a total of 586 individuals. October 26 was the highest single day count of the season with 218 observed. The next
best window was from November 20-22 with 418 Red-tails passing by the tower. This included an 99% leucistic Red-tailed Hawk that
was observed and photographed on November 22. The 2018 total birds are 62% below the 40-year average, 49% fewer than the 20year average, and 41% lower than the 10-year average.

Rough-legged Hawk (RL) (Buteo lagopus) – 14
The Rough-legged Hawk breeds in the Arctic tundra and passes through Holiday Beach every year on their migration southward to
concentrate in the northern tier of states within the United States and the southern portions of Ontario. They exhibit plumages of a
light color morph and a dark color morph.
Only 14 Rough-legged Hawks were observed this year, the lowest number since 1974 but only two less than the total of 2012. This
was 30 individuals less than the previous year. The best migration window this season was November 17-22 when ten individuals
were counted with three being dark morph. The 2018 bird total is 85% below the 40-year average, 66% fewer than the 20-year
average, and 53% lower than the 10-year average.

Golden Eagle (GE) (Aquila chrysaetos) – 15
The Golden Eagle is a very large and powerful species of raptor that can be observed at the tower during migration during the latter
part of October and all of November. Only 15 Golden Eagles were observed migrating this year at Holiday Beach. The first bird
sighted was on October 14 and the last one of the count season was seen on November 20. Three individuals were observed on
October 23 and on November 3, the two days with the highest counts this season. The 15 Golden Eagles observed this season were 82
fewer individuals than the previous year.
The 2018 seasonal total is 76% lower than the 40-year average, 81% lower than the 20-year average, and 83% lower than the 10-year
average.

American Kestrel (AK) (Falco sparverius) – 1,436
The American Kestrel is the smallest falcon in North America. Only 1,436 American Kestrels passed by the tower this year on their
southward migration. The highest count was on October 11 with 234 falcons tallied. They were first sighted on September 2 and last
seen on November 19 with their numbers peaking around mid-October. The numbers counted this year were 65 more individuals than
the previous year. The total birds this year is 47% lower than the 40-year average, 21% lower than the 20-year average, and 9% less
than the 10-year average.

Merlin (ML) (Falco columbarius) – 63
The Merlin is faster, darker and more direct with its flight than the American Kestrel and could easily be missed as it zips low past the
tower. A total of 63 Merlin was counted this year flying past the tower. The first of the season was observed on September 2 and the
last spotted on November 28. Daily-high counts of five individuals were recorded on three different days; September 7, September 21
and October 4. Numbers throughout the season were relatively consistent but it seemed that most past though during the month of
October. This year’s total was 14 fewer individuals than the previous season’s total. The 2018 total is 7% below the 40-year average,
30% fewer than the 20-year average, and 34% lower than the 10-year average.

Peregrine Falcon (PG) (Falco peregrinus) – 48
The Peregrine Falcon is the fastest animal on the planet that can reach a top speed of 200 mi/hr. or 320 km/hr. On one occasion, an
individual was observed consuming an Eastern Chipmunk on the wing in flight as it seemed to be stationary in the air. On another
occasion, an individual was observed consuming a Blue Jay in a nearby tree and on several occasions, the Peregrines have been
observed ‘dive bombing’ the plastic owl decoy atop a long pole extending skyward mounted to the tower.
Only 48 Peregrine Falcons were counted migrating past the tower this year. This was 15 fewer individuals than the previous year. The
first was spotted on September 6 and the last noted on November 20. High-count day was October 4 with four individual migrants.
The seasonal total is 9.28% higher than the 40-year average, 17.31% fewer than the 20-year average, and 16.96% lower than the 10year average.
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Non-Raptor Species Accounts
A total of 160 non-raptor species were recorded from the Hawk Tower during the 2018 fall migration season.

Herons, Egrets, and Pelicans
Great Egrets and Great Blue Herons were regularly seen from the tower on a daily basis for most of the fall. The last Great Egret of
the season was observed on November 8 and Great Blue Herons were still present on the final day of the season. Only two Blackcrowned Night Herons were seen this year and 11 Green Herons, observed mostly in September, but the last one was on October 15.
On September 27, a single American White Pelican was observed as it circled over the tower from the southeast and then returned out
over Lake Erie. On October 24, a large group of American White Pelicans consisting of 28 individuals was observed flying low and
directly over the tower.

Ducks, Geese and Swans
Lake Erie and the marsh habitat that surrounds the tower on the west and north is good feeding area for migrating waterfowl on their
way south. Mute Swans, an invasive species, were counted every day this season, and their numbers diminish as the marsh froze over.
A high count was 178 individuals were observed on September 3, and 11 individuals were counted on the final day of the season.
Tundra Swans are a native species, and migrate through the area every spring and fall. The first Tundra Swans of the fall were
observed on October 22 but most came through in November. The total number of Tundra Swans observed this season was 818, and
the highest single day count of 383 occurred on November 10. Five Tundra Swans were observed landing in the marsh on October 22.
Canada Geese were common throughout the season and were observed almost daily from September 3 – November 30. A single
Ross’s Goose was observed flying with a flock of Canada Geese on October 7.
Massive flocks of Canvasback were observed on Lake Erie during the final three days of the season with approximately 8,000 seen at
one time on November 28. Large rafts of Greater Scaup were observed on Lake Erie from Nov 10-12 totalling 1,900 birds and were
also observed on a few other occasions but in smaller numbers. Redhead were also observed during this time with 158 individuals
counted. (21) Lesser Scaup were recorded this season, mostly in the marsh. American Coot had a constant presence in the marsh with
numbers peaking from mid-October to mid-November and a high single day count of 845 on October 14. Mallards were observed on a
daily basis, sometimes in high numbers likely in the thousands and would occasionally be flushed from the marsh into the air by a
passing Bald Eagle. Wood Ducks migrated mostly in September, with their highest days being September 23 (48) and September 30
(47). The last Wood Duck of the season was observed on November 12. Gadwall numbers peaked October 14-20 and October 28-31
with a high total of 125 on October 19. American Wigeon numbers peaked around the third week on October with a high count of 85
on October 22. Northern Pintail were recorded September 21 – November 25 with 329 total individuals. Smaller numbers of American
Black Duck (85), Ruddy Duck (91), Bufflehead (228) and Common Goldeneye (62) were also recorded this season. Blue-winged Teal
(62) and Green-winged Teal (4) were observed, in addition to the three species of merganser: Common Merganser (66) were observed
over 3 days in late November, Red-breasted Merganser were observed on November 27 (200), and Hooded Mergansers (44) were
observed over nine days in the second half of November.

Cranes
Sandhill Cranes were recorded on November 19, 21 and 22 totalling 395 individuals. 318 of these were counted flying over the tower
and calling in different sized flocks on November 21, a supposed new single day record for Essex County.

Shorebirds
Water levels in the marsh remained high again this year and shorebirds rarely landed therefore most were identified in flight. A total
of 14 species were tallied this season including 13 Short-billed Dowitcher, 11 Pectoral Sandpipers and the most interesting of the year,
nine Wilson’s Phalarope swimming just offshore in Lake Erie on October 28. Other shorebirds observed this year were Killdeer (37),
Lesser Yellowlegs (23), Greater Yellowlegs (20), Dunlin (8), Semipalmated Sandpiper (8), Spotted Sandpiper (4), Solitary Sandpiper
(4), Wilson’s Snipe (2), Black-bellied Plover (1), American Woodcock (1), and Least Sandpiper (1).

Gulls and Terns
Sighting Ringed-bill Gulls were a daily occurrence from the tower and so were Herring Gulls but in smaller numbers. Bonaparte’s
Gulls were also observed on many days, especially from October 15 and onward. Five Great Black-backed Gulls were counted this
year on November 25 (2), November 28 (2) and November 30 (1) and this includes at least one immature individual. On November
17, an all-white large gull flew past the tower being first spotted by Kory Renaud, and a photograph was taken and later identified as a
Glaucous Gull. Caspian Terns totaled 33 birds this year, with a single individual on October 20 the last date the species was observed.
Two Common Terns were also observed this season on September 25 and October 2.

Swifts
Chimney Swifts have undergone significant population declines in Canada, with up to a 95% decrease since 1968 (Government of
Canada’s Species at Risk Public Registry, no date). Chimney Swifts were observed migrating from the start of the season until
October 23 with 375 total spotted. The highest daily count of 64 was on September 30.
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Crows and Jays
Blue Jay migration would typically occur during the morning and has been described as a “River of Blue Jays” that appeared to be
seamless never-ending streams coming past the tower. Historically the annual number of Jays ranged from 250,000 to 400,000 birds.
During the West Nile outbreak the Jay numbers declined sharply for several years. The population has recovered. This year a record
number of individuals were counted with a total of 514,647 Blue Jays. This larger number may be the result of a crash in the ‘mast’
(acorn, beechnut, hazelnut) crop in northern Ontario as predicted by Canadian ornithologists. (Pittaway, 2018). The bulk of the
migration occurred from mid-September to mid-October. The daily high-count of 41,141 individuals was observed on September 29.
American Crow seasonal count of 34,964 birds was noted with the majority passing from mid-October to early November. The
highest daily count of 6,900 was on November 4.

Swallows
All six of the expected swallow species were recorded this season with Tree Swallows being by far the most abundant. Their highest
daily count was 225 birds on October 2. November 8 was the last day the species was observed. A total of 1,693 Tree Swallows were
counted this year. The other swallow species were all observed in early September in lower numbers. Purple Martins were present
until September 7, two Northern Rough-winged Swallow were observed on November 2. Bank Swallow were present until September
5, Cliff Swallows were viewed up to September 7, and Barn Swallow viewed from September 3-7 and again on September 22.

Thrushes
Eastern Bluebirds and American Robins are typically the only two species of thrush that are counted from the tower since others are
primarily nocturnal migrants. Nonetheless, three Swainson’s Thrush, five Hermit Thrush and a single Gray-cheeked Thrush were
observed from the tower in the trees and shrubs that surround its base.
This season’s total for Eastern Bluebirds was 216 individuals. They were first observed in early September with 208 observed in
November. Eastern Bluebirds were recorded up to and on the last day of the season, November 30. A high count was observed on
November 11 with 41 individuals recorded.
A total of 605 American Robins were recorded this season at the tower. They were observed a few times in September but the
majority of the observations were from October through the end of the season. The high-count for the season was on November 3 with
85 individuals.

Waxwings
This season had a total of 3,677 Cedar Waxwings. They were observed throughout the season with 200 being tallied the first day they
were spotted on September 3, and 10 individuals on their last observed day on November 29. The two days with the highest totals
were September 6 and September 7 with 400 waxwings each.

Warblers
Wood warblers are a regular occurrence at the base of the tower during the month of September. A total of 21 species of warbler were
identified this season from the tower. The Yellow-rumped Warbler was the most common and typically migrates later in the season
than the other warbler species. A high total of 21 individuals for this species were seen on October 15 and the last sighting occurred on
November 13. A total of 153 Yellow-rumped Warblers were counted this season. The Yellow Warblers is one of the first warbler
species migrate south but a late adult male was observed on October 5. Other species of warblers observed from the tower this year
include: Magnolia (34), Wilson’s (19), Blackpoll (16), American Redstart (13), Nashville (11), Bay-breasted (9), Black-throated Blue
(9), Palm (9), Tennessee (6), Common Yellowthroat (6), Northern Parula (6), Chestnut-sided (5), Orange-crowned (5),
Black-and-white (4), Blackburnian (2), Ovenbird (1), Northern Waterthrush (1), Black-throated Green (1), and Pine (1).

Blackbirds
Red-winged Blackbirds were recorded from September 3 - November 19 with the majority passing during
the second half of October. A total of 11,097 were recorded this season. A high count of 2,130 individuals was observed on October 5.
Only 734 Common Grackle were reported this season, however there were days when large flocks of “blackbirds” flew in the distance
and could only be identified as “blackbird species”. Perhaps grackles were in the mix.
There were 606 Rusty Blackbirds recorded flying past the tower this season. On November 12 a high count of 300 individuals were
observed as they flew in low and stopped to rest in the surrounding trees around the tower, completely inundating the area.
Despite not being taxonomically related to blackbirds, Europeans Starlings are included in this section. A total of 59,998 were
recorded this season. The majority were seen during the last week of October with a high count on October 25 of 10,500 individuals.
The phenomena of “murmuration” occurs when huge flocks of Starlings in migration form shape-shifting flight patterns. During
several instances, on the northern horizon, massive flocks of Starlings engaged in this impressive spectacle.

Finches
This season had a total of 12,078 American Goldfinch with a high count 769 individuals on October 14. Totals of 832 Pine Siskin, 132
Purple Finch, and 37 House Finch were also noted. Finches are an eruptive species that disperse differently each winter depending on
the food crops available in different areas. This process has generally become predictable (Pittaway, 2018).
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Appendix
Hourly Raptor Data Sheet
Physical factors recorded at beginning of each hour.
Hourly data entered into HawkCoount.org after daily count is
finished.

Tally of raptors counted within the hour. Notes, observers, visitors, and
other information recorded during the hour hour.
Hourly data entered into HawkCoount.org after daily count is finished.

Side 1

Side 2

Non-Raptor Count Sheet
Observations throughout the day are recorded. Completing this data sheet is secondary to counting hawks.
(This bird data is entered into eBird.ca after daily count is finished.)

Side 1
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Table 3
2018 Hawk Count Daily Totals
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